Common questions about National 3,
National 4, National 5 and Higher
Geography
Is there a possibility of two maps being used in the Higher
Geography Question Paper?
No. Two maps may be required at National 5 due to the options in landscape types studied in
the Physical Environments Unit. There are no landscape options at Higher, therefore only
one map will be needed.

Will the mapwork question always occur in Section 4, or might there
be two mapwork questions in the Higher Geography Question
Paper?
The Skills section of the Higher Question Paper is the most appropriate place to assess
mapwork skills. Two mapwork questions would over-assess this skill therefore it is unlikely
that there would be two separate map based questions in a Question Paper.

Can homework tasks be used to generate candidate evidence for
Unit assessment?
Yes, but centres must ensure that evidence generated as part of a homework task is the
candidate’s own work. Centres should note, however, Unit assessment support packs from
the SQA secure site must remain secure, ie these should not be sent home with candidates.

Is Singapore still acceptable as an example of a developing country
within the Global Issues: Development and Health Unit in Higher
Geography?
Centres should take care to ensure that case studies are up-to-date and relevant. Whilst it is
accepted that data may become out of date quickly, care should be taken not to use
examples which have become obsolete. As of January 2015, Singapore was ranked 9th in the
UN Human Development Index and 4th in GNI per capita (PPP) by the World Bank; therefore
it would not be appropriate to use this as an example of a developing world country.
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Do I have to teach my candidates about land degradation in both a
rainforest and a semi-arid area for the Rural topic for the Higher
Geography Question Paper?
No. The Course Assessment Specification states that a rainforest or semi-arid area should
be taught. Further detail on topics which may be assessed in the Question Paper can be
found at: Higher Geography Course Assessment Specification.

Do I need to teach my candidates about land degradation in a
rainforest or semi-arid area in both a developed and developing
country for the Higher Geography Question Paper?
No — the Higher Geography Course Assessment Specification, page 9, details that there is
no spatial context for this topic; one case study is sufficient.
For Unit assessment purposes, candidates need to provide evidence of their knowledge and
understanding of the processes and interactions at work within human environments by
giving detailed descriptions and detailed explanations of a process/interaction at work within
rural environments in a developed and a developing country. This may be, but does not have
to be, within the context of land degradation in a rainforest or semi-arid area.

Will SQA be publishing a list of suggested topics for the
assignment/AVU at National 5 or Higher?
There are no plans to provide a list of suggested topics as there is the risk that centres or
candidates may see this as mandatory or a list of preferred themes. There is no restriction on
the possible topics for the assignment or AVU, only that it is ‘geographical’. More information
can be found in the Coursework Information Section on each of the levels on the Geography
CfE website.

Is there a template for the Higher Geography Coursework
assignment?
There is no template for the Higher Geography Coursework assignment. This is to allow
candidates to use the structure/headings which best suit their assignment. Candidates can
use lined or blank paper for the write-up stage of the assignment — whichever they are most
comfortable with. There are marks available for ‘communicating information’ at Higher,
which will be awarded for points such as structure, coherence and the use of geographical
terminology/diagrams where appropriate. (Course Assignment Assessment Task, page 7).

If a pupil in my class passes the assignment element of the Course,
but fails overall, can this assignment be carried over for the next
exam diet?
Candidates must complete both components of the Course assessment in the same session
therefore a candidate repeating the Higher would need to re-sit both components of the
external assessment.
SQA only accepts, marks, and aggregates the Course components in the year the Course
assessment is taken. There is no provision to retain the Coursework, or indeed the mark
assigned, and to include it in a later year's award.
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Does the write-up stage of the N5 and Higher assignment have to be
completed in one sitting?
Yes the write-up must be completed within one sitting otherwise the conditions of
assessment cannot be maintained. The conditions of assessment during the production of
evidence stage, as detailed in the Course Assignment Assessment Task, are:
The production of evidence stage will be conducted under a high degree of supervision. This
means that:
 candidates must be in direct sight of the assessor (or other responsible person) during
the period of the assessment
 candidates must not communicate with each other
 candidates should only have access to the specified resources (Processed Information)

The advice given in the Higher Geography Exemplar Question
Paper Guidance document states that gley soil is no longer part of
the Course content — is this correct?
No – this is an error which will be corrected at the earliest opportunity. This document is for
guidance purposes only. The mandatory document for Course content which can be
assessed in the question paper is the Course Assessment Specification. This document
states that the properties and formation processes of gley soil may be assessed in the
question paper.

The Higher Geography Course and Unit Support Notes state that
urban changes could include: housing, transport, industry, retail,
and leisure. This is different to the Course content outlined in the
Course Assessment Specification?
The Course and Unit Support Notes were published before the most recent changes to the
Course Assessment Specification were made. The support notes are guidance documents
only but will be updated in due course. In the meantime Course content should be checked
against the most up-to-date version of the Course Assessment Specification.

Do I have to use the recording documentation supplied in Unit
assessment support packs?
Centres are encouraged to adopt any method of recording that suits their approach to
assessment. SQA has produced examples of mock candidate evidence and sample
recording documents within the Unit assessment support packs to show some ways in which
centres could record assessment judgements.

How can I easily locate documents on the subject web page?
SQA is always keen to help practitioners find the most relevant information on the subject
web pages. Geography has its own subject homepage where practitioners can access full
and comprehensive guidance covering Course content, specifications, assessment,
Coursework, use of past papers, etc.
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There is a web guide leaflet
(www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/files_ccc/GuideAccessingSupportingMaterials.pdf) and video guide
(www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/68432.html) designed specifically to assist practitioners to get the most
out of the subject web pages.

What has been done to ensure that the standards of the new Higher
are the same as the existing Higher?
A robust quality assurance process involving experienced appointees and other subject
specialists was put in place to ensure that the standard has been maintained. Information on
this process can be found via the following link:
http://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/files_ccc/QualityAssurance_Validation_June10.pdf
SQA has published guidance on the use of past papers for the new Higher Geography
Course. The purpose of this support document is to help centres and departments to identify
suitable past paper questions/items that could be used, or possibly amended, to support
learners in their preparation for sitting question papers (exams) as part of the new Higher
Course assessment.

Why do the prior-verified materials vary so much in standard?
Prior verified assessments meet the minimum standard required. The assessments are not
produced or edited by SQA. The assessments have been deliberately left in the original
format and font used by the centre.

Can SQA publish more prior verified materials to support each topic
in the Global Issues Units?
Prior-verified materials are produced by centres. SQA can only publish assessments which
centres have produced and agreed to share. As more centres agree to share their priorverified assessments, the bank of assessments will increase and hopefully encourage other
centres to develop and share assessment items.

Does SQA intend to provide exemplars of the ‘standard’ accepted at
verification?
To support centres, SQA publishes Key Messages after each round of verification. The key
messages for Geography can be found under the heading ‘Verification’ on the Geography
subject pages. In addition, Understanding Standards materials which includes
exemplification of candidate responses to Unit assessment is now available for N4–Higher
on the secure website; your SQA Co-ordinator will be able to access this site.

How much support are candidates allowed to have in relation to
generating evidence for the Added Value Unit at National 4 and the
assignment at National 5?
Pages 4 and 5 of the General assessment information for National 5 Geography provide
information on reasonable assistance for candidates undertaking the National 5 assignment.
This document can be found on the Geography subject page under ‘Coursework information’
heading.
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Similar advice in relation to the National 4 Added Value Unit can be found in the Unit
assessment support pack in the section entitled ‘Assessment conditions’. This pack can be
accessed via the secure website; your SQA Co-ordinator will be able to access this site.

Can all the candidates sitting the Course produce an assignment
with the same title?
The Course assignment is designed to allow personalisation and choice for candidates, ie to
provide an opportunity for candidates to gain recognition and credit for investigating a topic
which has captured their interest. That said, it is possible for all candidates within a class
group to investigate the same topic. In this situation, care would have to be taken that each
candidate has the opportunity to generate their own evidence.

Can the candidate do the same topic for the National 5 controlled
assessment and the National 4 Added Value Unit?
Yes it is acceptable for a candidate to do the same topic for the National 5 assignment and
the National 4 Added Value Unit.

In the Global Issues Unit, for Health must you cover/assess all four
aspects to meet the requirements — malaria, AIDS, heart disease,
obesity?
For Unit assessment at National 5, if centres choose to assess this in the context of health
and they wish to include disease, then they are free to choose whichever disease is most
suitable. In relation to the Question Paper component of the external assessment,
candidates choosing to answer questions on health are expected to have studied AIDS plus
one disease from a developing country (malaria, cholera, kwashiorkor or pneumonia) and
one disease from a developed country (heart disease, cancer or asthma).

For National 5 Geography, the Unit Specification only asks for one
landscape type — do I have to teach my candidates two landscape
types?
For the purposes of Unit assessment for the Physical Environments Unit at National 4 and
National 5, candidates only need to be assessed in the context of one landscape type
chosen from the four stated in the Unit Specifications (glaciated uplands, upland limestone,
coastal landscapes, rivers and valleys). However, in relation to the external assessment for
National 5, candidates are required to study two landscapes types. These should be either
glaciated uplands and coastal landscapes or upland limestone and rivers and valleys
More details can be found in the Geography Assignment: General assessment information
for Higher Geography and Geography Assignment: General assessment information for
National 5 Geography documents.

General Curriculum for Excellence questions and answers can be found on the
frequently asked questions section of SQA’s website.
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